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Wardrobe Change: Canes Make Black Jersey Primary On Home Ice 

"We take pride in listening to feedback from our fans and 
we've seen overwhelming requests over the past couple of 
seasons asking to make our current black sweaters our 
primary home uniforms to see them more frequently on the 
ice." 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Since the NHL switched to hosting teams 
wearing color on home ice for the 2003-04 season, the 
Carolina Hurricanes have been clad largely in red for those 
games. 

The 25th season in North Carolina will usher in a new era 
though, as the franchise officially announced Thursday that 
the club will be wearing what had been their black, alternate 
'Hurricane Warning' sweaters as their lead choice. 

"We take pride in listening to feedback from our fans and 
we've seen overwhelming requests over the past couple of 
seasons asking to make our current black sweaters our 
primary home uniforms to see them more frequently on the 
ice," Canes Chief Marketing Officer Mike Forman said. "Our 
retail sales also reflect these being our most popular 
sweaters and each year when we've tasked our players to 
decide which home uniform, as they can only select one per 

round, they'd like to wear at home for the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs, there's been near-unanimous selections for the 
black sweaters." 

First introduced in June of 2018, President & General 
Manager Don Waddell said at the time that the team, 
"wanted to modernize our old alternate uniform while 
incorporating a sense of regional pride, and we feel we've 
done that with this design." 

Since then, some of the organization's most memorable 
moments from over the last four years have come in black. 
Including the playoffs, the team has a record of 56-21-8 
when wearing the sweaters.  

For those who are devout fans of the red sweaters, fear not. 

"Our red sweater still plays a vital role in our team's tradition 
and in celebrating our 25th anniversary in North Carolina, 
we've identified a number of ways to look back at the past 
while also focusing on the current team and what we are 
continuing to build towards. We will release a full uniform 
schedule in the coming weeks but we think our fan base is 
really going to like how this will all come to fruition this 
season."

 

 

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/wardrobe-change-canes-make-black-jersey-primary-on-home-ice/c-335376186 
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Carolina Hurricanes rank No. 6 in NHL Pipeline Rankings for 2022 

 

Corey Pronman 

 

The Hurricanes pipeline is led by Andrei Svechnikov and Seth Jarvis. 
The former has become an established top winger, and the latter is 
quickly emerging as a future NHL star winger. The top end after those 
two isn’t as exciting, but this system is very deep, thanks in part to the 
roughly 1,000 draft picks they made between the 2019 and 2021 drafts. 

Key graduates: Martin Necas 

2021 ranking: No. 2 

2022 NHL Draft grade: B 

Full 2022-23 NHL Pipeline Rankings 

Player Ranking 

1. Andrei Svechnikov, LW 

22 years old | 6-foot-2 | 195 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 2 in 2018 

Tier: NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Svechnikov had an excellent season, emerging as a go-to 
player on a top NHL team, although his postseason performance was 
quite underwhelming in contrast. Svechnikov has every trait you want in 
an NHL player. He’s big, fast, powerful, competitive and full of offensive 
imagination. He can create with pace, can get inside and can create from 
the perimeter too. Is he the kind of player who can take over a game? His 
playoffs say otherwise, but everything else looks like a player who will be 
a frequent All-Star. 

2. Seth Jarvis, RW 

20 years old | 5-foot-10 | 175 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2020 

Tier: NHL All-Star 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Analysis: Jarvis was extremely impressive for a teenager in the NHL, 
seeing his role increase as the season went along, and turning into a key 
player for Carolina in the playoffs. His game is played at max effort and 
full speed. Jarvis is an excellent skater who, despite lacking size, plays 
without fear. He attacks the net with frequency even at the NHL level, 
and despite his age was able to win battles. He combines that effort with 
a ton of skill and the ability to make plays from the perimeter. Jarvis has 
continued to trend up year over year and looks on the path to becoming a 
true star in the league. 

3. Jesperi Kotkaniemi, C 

22 years old | 6’2″ | 198 pounds | Shoots left 

Signed to SPC 

Tier: Bubble top and middle of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Analysis: Following the offer sheet drama of last summer, Kotkaniemi 
didn’t have a breakout year but matched his best scoring rate from his 
rookie season. I think if you’re expecting a star or someone who will look 
like a No. 3 pick, that’s not what Kotkaniemi is. However, he’s still a big 
center with very good hands and vision who can make a lot of plays and 
provide value to a team. His feet are, and always have been, an issue 
and hold him back from likely ever becoming a true top forward, but I still 
see a solid top-six talent. 

4. Alexander Nikishin, D 

20 years old | 6-foot-3 | 196 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 69 in 2020 

Tier: Bubble top and middle of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Nikishin had an excellent season, developing into a quality two-
way defenseman in the KHL and was an important player for Russia at 
the Olympics. Nikishin is a tall, strong defenseman who skates well. He 
defends effectively due to this combination, but also because he’s highly 
physical and a pain to play against. He doesn’t have a ton of offense, but 
he can make a decent outlet pass and has a hard point shot. Nikishin 
looks like a future good top-four defenseman in the NHL, but after SKA 
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paid a ton to acquire him this offseason, the question is when exactly he 
will come to North America. 

5. Jack Drury, C 

22 years old | 5-foot-11 | 174 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 42 in 2018 

Tier: Middle of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Drury was excellent in the AHL. He was a big part of a 
championship team and excelled in the postseason, much like he did in 
the SHL the previous season. He’s not going to appear on a lot of 
highlight reels, but Drury is a very intelligent and competitive forward. He 
can be used in any situation and creates offense in the high-percentage 
areas. He lacks NHL size and speed, but he’s continued to find a way to 
produce versus men, and I think he’ll find a way to do it in the NHL. 

6. Scott Morrow, D 

19 years old | 6-foot-2 | 195 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 40 in 2021 

Tier: Middle of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Morrow had an excellent freshman season being one the best 
defensemen in Hockey East. Morrow is very good at certain things in 
particular when he has the puck. He’s a very skilled and creative player 
who can make a lot of plays and has a big shot from the point. Morrow is 
also a tall, mobile defenseman and the toolkit overall is exciting from a 
pro projection standpoint. His defense and risk-management are 
concerning and he can be frustrating to watch, but he has so much to 
work with I think he can make it as a second or third-pair defenseman 
that’s used in a particular way. 

7. Justin Robidas, RW 

19 years old | 5-foot-8 | 173 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 147 in 2021 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Elite 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Robidas had a productive third QMJHL season. His game has 
a ton of speed and pace in it. He’s a tiny ball of energy on a lot of shifts 
who can zip around the ice with his elite speed. He can make plays and 
score, but I would call his puck play inconsistent. If the scoring picked up 
I think you’re talking about an all-day NHLer even at his size, but I can 
see him still filling a role as a bottom-six winger. 

8. Simon Forsmark, D 

18 years old | 6-foot-2 | 191 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 101 in 2022 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Forsmark is a solid two-way defenseman who doesn’t offer a 
ton of flash. He makes good decisions with the puck at both ends, using 
his brain and size to make stops. I don’t think his skating is a strength, 
but I’ve seen worse feet and have seen him get past checks and escape 
pressure well enough. There are flashes of skill and legit offense with 
him, but it’s not consistent. There’s enough to his toolkit to potentially be 
a third-pair defender. 

9. Cruz Lucius, RW 

18 years old | 6-foot-1 | 184 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 124 in 2022 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Lucius is a very skilled and creative forward. He shows the 
offensive mind to improvise well with the puck and create chances with 
his stickhandling. He’s a strong passer who looks to make plays and can 
do so under pressure. He can also score from the dots. He’s not a 
bruiser or a great defensive player, but Lucius doesn’t shy from the 
middle of the ice. His skating is just OK, and he won’t be a guy who 
separates in the NHL. His skill and scoring ability will get him games, but 
I don’t see him as a long-career type due to lacking a well-rounded 
game. 

10. Ryan Suzuki, C 

21 years old | 6 feet | 180 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 28 in 2019 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Analysis: Suzuki is a tough evaluation case. On the one hand I think he 
has a lot of talent. He skates, handles the puck and passes it like an 
NHLer. He won’t be mistaken for a physical player, but he has a two-way 
game down the middle and can PK. Suzuki has often been injured the 
last few years though and when healthy he hasn’t really produced at a 
high level. The question then becomes what is his NHL role even though 
I think he has the goods to be an NHL player. 

11. Aleksi Heimosalmi, D 

19 years old | 5-foot-11 | 170 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 44 in 2021 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 
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Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Analysis: Even though Heimosalmi didn’t produce much offense this 
season, with three points in 47 Liiga games, I would call him an 
offensive-tilted player. He has strong hands and offensive IQ, and is a 
good skater as well who can make plays with pace. He’s not that big, but 
with his feet and brain, he defends well enough. I don’t see exactly what 
his NHL role would be, but there’s enough to his game to be a useful 
piece on a depth chart. 

12. Ville Koivunen, C 

19 years old | 5-foot-11 | 161 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 51 in 2021 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Koivunen had a good year, being a solid contributor to Karpat 
in Liiga and to Finland’s U20 team. He’s a very smart player who can 
make a lot of tough plays with the puck. Koivunen is able to generate 
from the perimeter with his playmaking and shot, but doesn’t shy from 
going to the net either to create offense. He’s not that big or quick though 
so his puck game needs to be excellent to be an everyday NHL player. I 
think he gets games but I can’t say he’s a long career type at this stage. 

13. Gleb Trikozov, RW 

17 years old | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 60 in 2022 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Trikozov is a talented winger. He displays great individual skills 
and creativity with the puck to often beat opponents one-on-one. He can 
create for himself with his skill while also showing great vision and 
instincts as a playmaker to find seams. Trikozov’s vision and shot make 
him a threat from the perimeter and an asset on the power play. His 
skating is just OK and his game in general can lack pace. I waver on his 
compete. I’ve seen games he takes nights off and other games he’s 
engaged and works hard on both sides of the puck. Trikozov projects as 
a full-time bottom-six winger. 

14. Noel Gunler, RW 

20 years old | 6-foot-2 | 176 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 41 in 2020 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: There’s no doubting the offensive talent Gunler has. Especially 
inside the offensive zone with the hands, vision and shot he possesses 
he can beat defenses in a variety of ways. His skating is just OK though, 
and his big issues historically have been his in-and-out effort. I think he 
plays in a bottom six because there’s too much talent there but I can see 
him frustrating a coach too. 

15. Jamieson Rees, C 

21 years old | 5-foot-10 | 182 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 44 in 2019 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Rees was up and down this season, playing down the lineup of 
a deep AHL team. You love his skill and work ethic, and he’ll have some 
shifts that get you excited. As a smaller forward without great speed and 
who didn’t post great numbers this season, it’s hard to get too excited 
about him. Due to how hard he works I can see him getting some games 
as a depth forward. 

16. Alexander Perevalov, LW 

18 years old | 6 feet | 191 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 71 in 2022 

Tier: Projected to play NHL games 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Analysis: Perevalov can make a lot of good things happen with the puck. 
He has excellent stick skills, showing consistent ability to beat checks 
one-on-one and create inside the offensive zone with his stickhandling. 
He can make plays into seams and off the rush, which combined with a 
hard shot make him a threat on the power play. Perevalov competes well 
enough. He can PK a little, he doesn’t shy from engaging and is hard on 
pucks. His feet are his major issue as he can struggle to pull away from 
opponents and beat guys wide. He projects as a bottom-six winger. 

Has a chance to play (listed alphabetically) 

Jackson Blake, RW 

18 years old | 5-foot-10 | 158 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 109 in 2021 

Analysis: Blake was a good USHL player this season. He’s a highly-
creative playmaker who competes well but isn’t that big or fast. 

Dominik Bokk, RW 

22 years old | 6-foot-1 | 176 pounds | Shoots right 

Acquired via trade 
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Analysis: Bokk has legit skill, speed and scoring ability, but he’s wildly 
inconsistent with his effort and seems to find himself on a new team 
every season. 

Dominick Fensore, D 

20 years old | 5-foot-7 | 153 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 90 in 2019 

Analysis: Fensore is an excellent skater who can move pucks at a high 
level, but he’s a tiny defenseman who I have reservations on whether he 
can defend versus better players. 

Vladimir Grudinin, D 

18 years old | 5-foot-10 | 158 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 156 in 2022 

Analysis: Grudinin is a talented offensive defenseman. He has strong 
poise and skill with the puck, showing he can run a power play and 
create off the offensive blue line. He’s a decent skater. Grudinin shows 
enough speed to get past guys or away from pressure but it’s not 
amazing for a small guy. His edgework is excellent, although he relies on 
his 10-2 skating style too much. I have a hard time seeing him, at his size 
and without great feet, being a strong defender versus better players so 
it’s why he’s a “has a chance guy,” now for me. 

Anttoni Honka, D 

21 years old | 5-foot-10 | 178 pounds | Shoots right 

Drafted: No. 83 in 2019 

Analysis: Honka has a ton of skill and offensive hockey sense and is a 
good skater too, but his compete isn’t the best and whether he can 
defend versus men is a big question mark. 

Alexander Pashin, LW 

20 years old | 5-foot-8 | 154 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 199 in 2020 

Analysis: Pashin is a high-end and borderline elite skater with good 
offensive abilities. He’s very small and whether his game will work in the 
NHL without a tremendous compete level is to be determined, but I like 
how he’s developed and I could buy him making it. 

Vasili Ponomarev, C 

20 years old | 5-foot-10 | 180 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 53 in 2020 

Analysis: Ponomarev is a very skilled and intelligent forward who works 
hard. He skates fine but isn’t a blazer and hasn’t been a huge scorer 
historically. How he ended the season in the AHL is promising though. 

Patrik Puistola, LW 

21 years old | 6 feet | 175 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 73 in 2019 

Analysis: Puistola is a very skilled and creative forward who can score 
goals, but his skating and compete level are issues. 

Ronan Seeley, D 

19 years old | 6 feet | 176 pounds | Shoots left 

Drafted: No. 208 in 2020 

Analysis: Seeley is a strong skating defenseman who can make a good 
outlet pass, make some plays in the offensive zone and competes well. 
He doesn’t excel at either offense or defense but he’s good at enough 
things to have a real shot to make it. 

The Athletic LOADED: 08.26.2022 
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Team Canada extends head coach Troy Ryan through 2026 

 

By Hailey Salvian  

 

Troy Ryan will continue as head coach of Team Canada’s women’s 
hockey program through 2026, according to Hockey Canada. Through 
his contract extension, Ryan will lead Canada behind the bench through 
to the 2026 Winter Games in Italy. 

“I am incredibly honoured to have the opportunity to work with this 
amazing group of high-performance athletes and staff as we build on the 
success of the past year,” Ryan said in a statement released by Hockey 
Canada. “It’s an exciting time for our program and we have a special 
opportunity to upgrade our way both on and off the ice.” 

This is a kind of longevity behind the bench the national team hasn’t had, 
with several head coaches only lasting one year or as many as three 
years in a row. Should Ryan coach through to 2026 as planned, he would 
become the longest tenured coach for the senior women’s national team. 

Ryan has been head coach of Team Canada since 2019 and has been 
on the senior women’s coaching staff since 2017. As head coach, Ryan 
led Team Canada to gold medals at the 2021 IIHF Women’s World 
Hockey Championship and at the 2022 Winter Games in Beijing. 

“We have been fortunate to have Troy as part of our women’s program 
since 2017 and as head coach for the past two years. Having him for the 
next quad is another step in the right direction,” said Gina Kingsbury, the 
director of Hockey Canada’s women’s teams, via statement. 

Ryan is currently coaching Canada at the 2022 IIHF Women’s World 
Hockey Championship in Denmark. The Canadians are in search of their 
12th gold medal at the tournament. 
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Sportsnet.ca / How Nurse and Zegras' EA Sports NHL 23 cover 
represents bright future of hockey 

 

Steven Loung 

 

Midway through the second period of what was a rather innocuous early 
December game between the Anaheim Ducks and Sabres in Buffalo, 
Trevor Zegras was in behind the Buffalo net with the puck as he was 
looking to make a play. 

His teammate, Sonny Milano, was parked right in front of the net, just a 
little off to right, when a flash of inspiration hit Zegras. He flexed his stick 
onto the ice, picking up the puck and softly lobbed it over to Milano, who 
understood what he was attempting, batting it home over the unknowing 
left shoulder of Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen. 

A perfectly executed alley-oop, but in hockey. 

Flash forward a few months later on the ice at Wukesong Sports Centre 
and the Canadian women’s national team were taking on the United 
States for the Olympic gold medal on Feb. 17. 
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Canada, of course, won that game for its fifth gold in seven Olympic 
contests and did so thanks to the heroics of Hamilton, Ont.’s Sarah 
Nurse, who opened scoring in that gold-medal game after she managed 
to fight and squeeze between two American defenders off the draw to 
quickly and tenaciously hammer home a goal. 

Two great moments from two great hockey players. And two major 
reasons they were selected as the new cover stars for EA Sports NHL 
23. 

Here’s a closer look at why Zegras and Nurse were chosen as cover 
stars for the game and its new features. 

A historic moment 

Nurse’s inclusion as one of the cover stars is instantly recognizable given 
how exceedingly rare it is to see a female athlete on the cover of a video 
game. 

In fact, Nurse is not only the first woman to ever grace the cover of the 
EA Sports NHL franchise, she’s the first woman since Christine Sinclair, 
Alex Morgan and Steph Catley were featured on FIFA 16 to appear on 
the cover of a mainstream EA Sports video game. In that trio’s case, they 
were for special Canadian, American and Australian editions, while 
Nurse will be featured front and centre, regardless of the edition of the 
game. 

The historical significance of this isn’t lost on Nurse. 

“I think it's funny, because this was never in the realm of possibilities for 
me,” Nurse told Sportsnet. “I never ever saw myself in the game. Up until 
last year, there weren't really women in the game at all, and so this is 
something that I never even dreamed up for myself. And it's such a cool 
thing. 

“I can't wait for all the young kids, everybody who plays the game to be in 
this all-encompassing, team atmosphere. So, I'm super excited, super 
honoured as well.” 

In particular, Nurse understands that gracing the cover of a major video 
game isn’t just an important step forward for women’s sports, but men’s 
sports as well. 

“I'm a huge advocate of women and girls in sport, but when I get asked 
this question, it's just as important for little boys to see women in 
positions of power, women in sports, as it is for little girls,” Nurse said. 
“We want women in sports to be a normality and not a novelty, not one-
offs. 

“And, so, what I think this will do for young kids is it's really going to 
change the culture of the game. It's going to really turn everything around 
in the sense that women are going to be respected in the game like 
never before. And with a huge platform like EA, like NHL 23, I think that 
it's gonna be really game-changing for all the little boys and little girls 
who are able to see it.” 

Sarah Nurse: 'Representation matters so much' 

It won’t just be newer players to the franchise who will be able to reap the 
benefits of including Nurse and other female stars in the game. 

Veterans of the series who enjoy the Hockey Ultimate Team (HUT) mode 
will be able to collect and include IIHF Women’s National Teams players 
on their HUT teams. Better yet, player ratings won’t change because of 
any players’ specific rating. 

“We’ve treated them as equals. So, a 93 is a 93,” said Mike Inglehart, 
senior design director for NHL 23. “But depending on how big you are, if 
speed’s an asset, if size is an asset — obviously, there are some 
variations here between men and women just based in terms of size and 
body structure — but when we brought [the women] in it was about 
creating opportunity and treating players as equals.” 

So, essentially, if you’ve always dreamed of having a line made up of 
Jaromir Jagr and Alex Ovechkin centred by Marie-Philip Poulin, you can, 
as long as you have the cards. 

It’s probably a fantasy line like this that Nurse had in mind while playing 
the older games with her equally athletic cousins Darnell Nurse of the 
Edmonton Oilers and Kia Nurse, who plays for the WNBA’s Phoenix 
Mercury and is a fixture of Canada’s women’s national basketball team. 

And given her family’s strong athletic roots, Sarah will certainly be lording 
this video game honour over her cousins. Although, she isn’t the first in 
the family to make the cover as her uncle Donovan McNabb, former 
quarterback of the Philadelphia Eagles, was the cover star of Madden 06. 

Regardless that she was second to become a cover star for a video 
game in her family, Nurse is grateful for the opportunity, and is hopeful 
for what this may spark in the future. 

“I remember growing up playing the game and there’s that create-a-
player mode that they have, and I always wanted to create somebody 
who looked like me and that proved to be difficult because you couldn’t 
create a woman,” said Nurse. “I think now just being able to have women 
in the game you can actually see yourself in something. So, I think that’s 
what’s going to be so game-changing about this and for women’s hockey 
and for hockey, in general. I think it’s gonna be huge.” 

A hockey star for a new generation 

When Zegras made his now famous alley-oop pass to Milano, the play lit 
up social media and found itself on just about every mainstream sports 
television show, newspaper, website and blog. 

It was a never-before-seen move that even had NHL 22 players 
attempting the play themselves. 

This is why a 21-year-old who only just completed his first full year in the 
NHL last season managed to land on the cover of NHL 23. According to 
EA Sports, he represents a bright new future for the league and direction 
of game franchise itself. 

“If you look at where we’re trying to take the product with younger 
superstars, faster, action-packed-but-fun-first gameplay, I definitely think 
Trevor embodies that,” said Clement Kwong, senior development director 
for NHL 23. 

Zegras will best illustrate what the development team is touting to be a 
whole new series of Last Chance Puck Movement gameplay animations 
— over 500 new animations were added to better simulate what happens 
when players might be off balance and how they might stay upright and 
keep moving. 

Additionally, Zegras will come with his own new Superstar X-Factor that 
will focus on Michigan, or lacrosse-style, moves in and around the net, 
including his signature “Zegras” pass. 

“As someone who has played EA Sports NHL since I was kid, it is a 
dream come true to be on the cover this year with Sarah,” said Zegras in 
a statement. “I can’t wait to play this year’s version with my friends and 
teammates, and I am equally excited to see fans unleash my Michigan 
flip pass, which the team at EA Sports has managed to get into the 
game.” 

Other notable information 

To round things out, here are some quick bullet points about the game: 

• It’s slated to release on Oct. 14 on PlayStation 5, Xbox Series X|S, 
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. 

• There will be cross play between consoles, but only between consoles 
of the same era. This means PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X|S players 
will be able to play with each other, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One players 
will be able to play with each other but a PlayStation 5 and Xbox One 
player won’t be able to connect, and the same goes with an Xbox Series 
X|S and a PlayStation 4 player. 

• EA Sports is promising that this cross-platform matchmaking, in both 
HUT and World of Chel modes, will “shorten queue times and create 
fewer player pools to ensure players will have more options to face off.” 
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• Atmosphere within games is getting a presentational upgrade as arena 
atmosphere promises to feel bigger and more alive. 

• The Arizona Coyotes won’t specifically be playing in Mullett Arena in the 
game, but will be playing in a smaller-capacity rink to reflect their current 
situation at Arizona State University. 

• The franchise mode has been overhauled with more customization than 
ever, including the ability to adjust the number of teams in the league, the 
number of games played, divisions, conferences, playoff rounds and the 
league salary cap. 
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TSN.CA / McBean says offer to join Hockey Canada committee 
withdrawn after her call to fire top execs 

 

Rick Westhead 

 

Three-time Olympic gold medalist Marnie McBean says a leading crisis-
management firm hired by Hockey Canada asked her earlier this month 
to join a committee that will purportedly hold the organization 
accountable to the change it has promised.  

But McBean says the offer was withdrawn a week later after she made it 
clear her joining the committee would be conditional on Hockey Canada’s 
top officials being removed from their positions. 

McBean said in an interview with TSN on Wednesday that she was 
contacted Aug. 10 by Adam Vaughan, a former member of parliament 
and journalist with Citytv. Vaughan is now a principal at Toronto-based 
Navigator Ltd., the firm working with Hockey Canada to help the 
organization weather criticism from parliamentarians, its corporate 
partners, and the public over its response to allegations of sexual 
assault. 

Hockey Canada released an action plan July 25 the organization 
promised would “shatter the code of silence and eliminate toxic 
behaviour in and around Canada’s game.” As part of that action plan, 
Hockey Canada said it would create a committee to act as a watchdog 
for the organization. McBean said Vaughan offered her a place on that 
committee. 

McBean, who represented Canada in rowing from 1987 to 2000, winning 
a total of 12 world and Olympic medals, said she told Vaughan that she 
would consider working with Hockey Canada if the organization’s current 
top executives were accountable and removed from their positions. 

“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and 
expecting a different result,” McBean said. “I said I would be involved but 
that it would require a change in senior leadership and a board that was 
prepared to do hard work, which could include updating and or replacing 
themselves with [others who have] skill sets required to do the work.” 

Eight days after they first spoke, McBean said that Vaughan told her on 
Aug. 18 that Hockey Canada chief executive Scott Smith and other top 
officials have the support of the board and would not be replaced. 
(Hockey Canada announced board chair Michael Brind’Amour’s 
resignation on Aug. 6.) 

“I had come in with my requirements…,” McBean said. “Navigator came 
back to me and said, ‘That’s not going to happen, so we’re not going to 
recommend this position to you anymore.’” 

Vaughan did not respond to a request for comment. Hockey Canada 
declined to comment. 

McBean, who also was Canada’s chef de mission for the 2020 Tokyo 
Summer Olympics, said she was concerned that if she agreed to join 
Hockey Canada’s committee, it might use her for her profile and as a 
“bullet point.” 

She said that during her initial call with Vaughan, she “had been led to 
believe that there was going to be enough change in senior leadership 
and within the board that we could be hopeful that there would be 
governance and culture change at Hockey Canada.” 

A week later, however, McBean said Vaughan told her there would be no 
changes in leadership.  

 “There doesn’t seem to be a willingness to make those hard changes,” 
she said. “It was really disappointing.” 

McBean is an officer of the Order of Canada and was inducted into the 
Canadian Olympic Hall of Fame in 1994 and Canada’s Sports Hall of 
Fame in 1997. She also has worked with the Canadian Olympic 
Committee to help with athlete mentoring. 

Navigator’s ties to Hockey Canada have not been reported before now. 
The crisis-management firm, whose brand statement is, "When you can't 
afford to lose," has had a number of high-profile past clients, including 
Brian Mulroney during a public inquiry in 2007 into business dealings 
between the former prime minister and former arms industry lobbyist 
Karlheinz Schreiber, The Globe and Mail reported. 

Former CBC journalist Jian Ghomeshi, who was fired by the broadcaster, 
charged with sexual assault and later acquitted, also hired Navigator. 

Hockey Canada officials have already been called to testify twice before 
a parliamentary committee that is scrutinizing Canada’s most powerful 
national sports organization. More hearings are expected to take place 
after parliament resumes on Sept. 19, MP Peter Julian told TSN. 

After a woman alleged that she was sexually assaulted by eight former 
Canadian Hockey League players, including at least some members of 
the 2018 world junior team, in June 2018 in a London, Ont., hotel room, 
Hockey Canada hired the Toronto law firm Henein Hutchison to 
investigate. 

Players were not required to participate in the investigation and faced no 
consequences for refusing to do so. Hockey Canada has reopened its 
investigation into the allegation and now says players must cooperate or 
they will no longer be allowed to have ties to the organization. 

Hockey Canada also has hired former Supreme Court judge Thomas 
Cromwell to review the organization’s governance. 
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